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Tracklist: m3u - Playlist

A1 Birds Over Hong Kong Listen  
---------------------------------- --------------

A2 Rusty Listen
----------------------------------  --------------

B1 Birds Over Hong Kong (Marko
Fürstenberg´s The Peak Remix) Listen       
----------------------------------  --------------

B2 Echoes Of Antarctica Listen      
----------------------------------  --------------

Release Notes:

On the 2nd release of our limited vinyl series, Etui founder Insect O. 
shows a more diversified musical work. The sound ranges from break 
beat-electronica to rough and deep techno.
Whilst you are standing on top of Victoria Peak in Hong Kong and 
looking down to the City, you see majestic birds flying around the 
massive skyscrapers. In this moment you can feel the harmony 
between the stressful city and the nature surroundings. This feeling 
was the inspiration for Insect O.´s “Birds over Hong Kong”. Once again 
he spreads his love for deep techno with spacey chords and driven 
beats. Marko Furstenberg made a more Detroit techno inspired remix 
of the track. He is well-known for his releases on Ornaments or Rotary 
Cocktail.
“Rusty” is like your 17 years old car with which you drive every 
weekend to some dark techno parties in dirty underground locations. 
With its straight beat and spacey organ sounds the track tells you all 
about rough techno. In “Echoes of Antarctica” ice cold chords 
combined with a yearningly pad are flying over broken beats. It is an 
adventure to one of the coldest place on earth and shows a more 
experimental side of Insect O.’s work.
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Support Infos:

Played & supported by Guy J, Kollektiv Turmstrasse, Claude Von Stroke, 
Audiofly, Gunnar Stiller, Brothers Vibe, Arnaud Le Texier, Pauli 
Steinbach and many more. 

Distribution:

cometomusic mail: carsten@cometomusic.net 
c/o Carsten Rechenberger skype: carsten.rechenberger
Arthur-Hausmann-Str. 6 phone: +49 (0) 172 376 04 62
04129 Leipzig web: www.cometomusic.net 
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